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A top-selling teacher resource line, The 100+ Series(TM) features over 100 reproducible activities in

each book!Help your students get a jump start on learning Spanish! With more than 100

reproducible activity pages from which to choose, guide your class through the basics of the

Spanish language. Begin with letters of the alphabet and numbers, then progress through functional

vocabulary. Use the activities to teach your students about colors, weather, food, clothing, animals,

the city, and other everyday topics. Activity pages present vocabulary in well-defined categories,

and accompanying illustrations assure that your students will learn Spanish in meaningful context.

This book is a practical resource filled with fun learning activities. It is an absolute must for the

beginning Spanish classroom.
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I have been buying a lot of workbooks to teach my children Spanish (ages 10 and 7) and thought I

would try this one since it said it had 100 Reproducible Activities. All the pages are in black and

white and that does make it easier to copy and not waste ink on colorful pages. If you are looking for

a textbook that will teach you Spanish, this is not for you. This workbook is great for vocabulary

practice only. Most of the pages include vocabulary words in Spanish, an image of the words and a

line for your student to write in Spanish. That's it. This workbook is published by Carson-Dellossa, if



you want to teach or learn Spanish basics I would recommend "The Complete Book of Spanish,

grades 1-3" (also by Carson-Dellosa). I still recommend this workbook as a supplement since

vocabulary practice and repetition are always a good thing for learning a new language.

I am 36 years old and decided to teach myself Spanish. I got this book so I could start at the

beginning and I am glad I did. Yes it is an elementary level workbook but that is where I needed to

start. I did get several different workbooks like this and it did got a little boring going over the same

things but it was also really good review and I am glad that I got these.

I love this book, but the "Elementary" portion of the title can be a bit misleading. I will be teaching

both of my children Spanish this year and have not been able to find a complete program that is

cost-effective. Having covered three years of Spanish study in two year during High School and an

entire year of Spanish study in one semester of college, I received a recommendation from my

college instructor that I could and should teach a course in Spanish. In looking for a collection of

materials to use to put together an effective program, I came across this book and the "Spanish,

Grades 6 - 12: Middle / High School" book. I planned to use the Elementary book for my fourth

grader and the other book for my seventh grader. After receiving both books, I determined that I

needed to use the Elementary book for both of my students first and progress to the Middle/High

School book later in the year. I think better titles would be "Spanish, Beginning" and "Spanish,

Intermediate". Otherwise, these books are an excellent addition to our home school Spanish

program.

I use these worksheets for my Spanish Club - grades 2 - 6.The practice pages are great, but I wish

there were more pages that test the words they learned.

I have been teaching Spanish for 29 years. This is an excellent, basic resource which I use as a

supplement to my Spanish courses for remediation and enrichment. My students seem to gain

confidence in their skills and enjoy the new vocabulary presented in the activities. I highly

recommend this title! I also highly recommend. Spanish, Grades 6 - 12: Middle / High School (The

100+ Series)

I have used this book as a complement with other materials. It introduces vocabulary and gives

simple explanations. Other materials are essential for it to be effective, though.



I do hv the green book for middle school and it's much better since you can make copies for the

class to work on paper. This one it will hv pictures with the Spanish word and kids will hv to rewrite

the Spanish word and on the next page it will hv only pics for kids to identify and write the Spanish

word.

It would be great for learning vocabulary, but not learning the language. There are a lot of flash

aords included with good line drawings.
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